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Aid cuts pending

Congress eyes bill
to cut back deficit
versions of the budget-cutting law
previously passed both houses of
Congress, and now a compromise between the two has produced a law that many observers
say has a good chance of passing. "This is an idea that will not
die," said Sen. Phil Gramm of.
Texas, one of the bill's sponsors.
The compromise version worked out Monday night protects
some programs from the automatic cuts, and allows only partial
cuts in others. Protected were
Social Security, Medicaid, pensions and health care for veterans, and ;:a host of nutrition programs for the poor. Other medical programs are open to cuts of
up to two percent. Student aid
programs, according to Steve
Kingsley, an aide to Winona's
Congressman Tim Penny, are
fully cuttable.
Kingsley said Penny was in
favor of the proposal, and would
probably vote for it when it came

By PATRICK McILHERAN
News Editor

Students depending on taxpayer help to pay for college could
face four percent cuts _in Guaranteed Student Loans and Pell
Grants this year, and even deeper ones in the future, as Congress moves toward an automatic
budget-cutting measure.
The Gramm-Rudman proposal,
designed to reduce the federal
government's ballooning deficit,
will probably face approval in the
House of Representatives today
and in the Senate later this week.
The legislation will likely force
cuts in government spending,
and student aid is one of the programs on the butcher block.
The legislation would force the
president to make automatic cuts
in spending for certain federal
programs if the Congress cannot
keep the deficit — the gap between what it plans to spend and
what it takes in through taxes —
below a certain figure. Separate

See Slash, page 6

Work-study, loans in demand

Winonan photo by Dan Reiland

Winona State students Chris Burnside,
Tammy Whitaker, Mary Lovett, and Jennifer

Lippert get into the Christmas spirit by decorating the tree in their apartment.

Staff Reporter

School boards propose
changes on options act
By STEVE EISWIRTH
Several resolutions calling for
drastic changes in the state's
post secondary option act were
passed last week at a meeting of
the Minnesota School Boards Association in St. Paul.
approxiThe
association's
mately 150-member delegate assembly felt the program, often
called "Access to Excellence,"
has too many drawbacks as it
now stands.
Carl Johnson, the association's
director of state legislative services, said, "We would like to
eliminate some of the problems
we're having administering the
act."
Johnson pointed to several
changes the delegate assembly
proposed:
• Students must decide by
February if they are going to enroll in the program so decisions

on how many teachers to hire for
the following year can be made.
• School districts should be absolved of liability for students enrolled in the program.
• Students would have to pay
for classes they take in the summer.
• Students would not be allowed to enroll in college courses
equivalent to courses offered in
their high school.
• Students would not be allowed to enroll in private colleges.
• College credit should be
given for advanced high school
courses.
• Counselors should screen
each student to determine if
he/she is capable of handling the
college load.
• If the college course the student enrolls in is for college
credit, the student should pay,
otherwise, students should enroll
only to supplement their high

cent study by the board found
that between a third and a half of
an average Minnesota college
student's costs were coming from
job earnings, and Krause feels
that more money is needed for
students to cope with rising
costs.
Winona State's work-study
funding needs a boost too, said
Sandra Roraff, the school's finan-

By JANET MEISCH

About high schoolers going to college...

Staff Reporter

State checks ways
to up student jobs

school education.
Johnson said that the association will draft a bill, get authors
from the House and Senate, and
introduce the bill when the Legislature goes back in session on
Feb. 3. One of the more adamant
supporters of the program is its
sponsor, House Majority Leader
Connie Levi.
Levi agrees there are some legitimate concerns raised, such as
requiring students to register
sooner for the program and making sure college courses they
take aren't already offered at
their high school. But she
stresses that the program should
be given a year before any major
overhauls are done.
Levi also feels there are many
misconceptions about Access to
Excellence stating, "The program
is also for students who don't do
See Options, page 8

Minnesota's college financial
aid officials are looking at ways to
get more money to more students
through the state work-study program, according to Bob Krause,
an official with the state's Higher
Education Coordinating Board.
Krause said the HECB will be
meeting tomorrow to officially recommend ways to get more
money flowing through the workstudy student jobs program. A re-

See Aid, page 3

How Minnesota students pay for school
What paid for what percentage of students' school
costs
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Schmidt charges dropped as chair quits
By DALE KURSC- FINER
Chief Editor

MANKATO, Minn. — An impeachment proceeding, later lowered to a reprimand hearing
against state student association
chairman Jim Schmidt ended
Saturday when the hearing's
chairman, Jeff Krause, resigned.
After four hours of debate between factions within the association's presidents council, Krause
interupted the proceedings to
say, "I see an atmosphere of
confusion, bewilderment, uncompromise, and personal biases entering into these proceedings
(and) feel that this council has not
shown that it will work together
on the behalf of the 50,000 students of the Minnesota State University Student Association."
He also told the council to, "let
the personal biases and grudges
be put aside or else this council,
or any after it, will never be as effective as it should be. You are
here to represent the students
and do what is right for the organization as a whole, not to continue to drag these proceedings
out."
After
Krause's 'resignation,
chairperson Jim Schmidt and
Mankato State Student Senate
President Natalie Tyrrell met and
came up with an informal proposal which was later presented
to all of the presidents council
members in a closed session
held during a house party.

Winonan photos by Beth Bidne

Things were rather gloomy for Jim Schmidt last weekend until members of the Minnesota State
University Student Association
started working together again.

What is MSUSA?
It stands for the Minnesota State University Student Association and is the voice of
every one of the 51,000 students at each of the seven state universities in Minnesota.
Winona State is part of that system, and its students pay for MSUSA to represent them
through their activity fees (five cents per-student).
The functioning of the association is governed by its chairperson, who works with an
executive staff director, a treasurer and two staff members. The chairperson is responsible for making sure state university students' concerns are heard at the state and national governments, based on what MSUSA's presidents council and students tell him to
say.
Each Student Senate president front the seven state universities make up the presidents council and relate student concerns from their campuses to the chairperson and
staff members.
Formally accepted by the presidents council Sunday morning,
that proposal consisted of a list of
directives the council required

Schmidt to follow, including the
following:
•Have weekly meetings with
MSUSA staff.

•Get agendas out a week in
advance.
•Go to staff with problems of
performance.

•Return MSUSA's computer to
the Minneapolis office.
•Make staff evaluations.
•Establish better lines of communication with presidents council.
Factions formed in the presidents council Nov. 3 when St.
Cloud State Student Senate
President John Edel proposed an
impeachment proceeding be initiated against Schmidt because of
five alleged charges:
•Disregard for established policies of MSUSA.
•Use of position to advocate
own biases on issues relating to

See MSUSA, page 3
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MSUSA.
•Poor relationship with staff.
•Mismanagement of MSUSA
fall conference.
•Not providing proper and accurate infortnation to MSUSA
staff.
The hearing designed to deal
with that impeachment Nov. 23
produced a resolution taking the
charges for impeachment down
to items for possible formal reprimands in Schmidt's personal file.
The decisions as to which
items would be used to formally
reprimand Schmidt were supposed to be made at the association's presidents council meeting
last weekend. A stalemate came
about as the two factions could
not reach a compromise.
Mankato State and St. Cloud
State Student Senate presidents
were interested in implementing
formal reprimands against
Schmidt for sub-charges under
each of the five main charges.
Winona State and Southwest
State students wanted to keep
those formal charges out of Schmidt's personal file.
it's time we do something firm
to 6:how people what needs to be
done is being done," said Dave
Clark, vice president of Mankato's Student Senate. "We've
-

changed our minds about this (so
many times) our credibility with
the legislature is hurting."
Mankato and St. Cloud students felt if Schmidt had formal
reprimands put in his file, he
would work harder to have those
charges cleared by the council at
a later evaluation date.
"You can move as a council to
direct me, to have me improve
my communications, etc., and if I
don't do it, you can impeach me
in the future," Schmidt said. "To
place something in my file would
not be healthy."
If formal reprimands were
placed in Schmidt's file, it would
mean having "something hanging over Jim's head when he
goes to meetings with legislators,
tarnishing the association and
him," said Tom Ruesink, vice
president of Winona State's Student Senate.
Winona State and Southwest
State wanted to have a list of directives added to just one basic
reprimand saying MSUSA's
presidents council had not been
happy with Schmidt's performance to date.
"You're grouping everything
into one general catagory and
there's problems with that, lots of
problems," said Edel. "If you're
going to do a job, do it well."
"There's different forms of motivation. One form is trust (and)

See Mankato, page 6
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Program hopes to spark jobs
with school-business union
By SHERI JACOBSON
Staff Reporter

A new state program will begin
this month to help establish businesses in three to five communities — one of which may be
Winona.
Last session, the Minnesota
legislature appropriated a
$600,000 grant for the new 2-year
Enterprise Development Program. The state agency that oversees higher education will choose
three to five proposals made by
schools and nearby businesses,
financiers, and local governments, proposals that would put
together university know-how,
business ambition, and investment capital to start and grow
new businesses — and jobs.
"This program is aimed at
communities that are interested
in developing a center where
there is a combined interest of
community leaders and educational resources '4 1 combining efforts to assist new businesses in
phases of development," said
Phil Lewenstein, director of legislation for Higher Education Coordinating Board, the state agency
involved. He said the proposals

Aid
Continued from page 1

cial aid director. "It's not possible
to talk about raising salaries of
jobs if you only have a certain
amount of money to work with,
because then you have to eliminate jobs."

..White #

Mo untain

will use the expertise of the educational institutions involved.
Winona State University was
part of a $150,000 proposal for
an Enterprise Development program in the area. Doug Sweetland, Dean of the college of business at Winona State, said "It's
designed to take the resources
available from post-secondary in-

"In order to make it
work, there has to be
cooperation between
the university, the city
and the business cornmunity," — Sweetland.
stitutions and combine those with
resources in communities to assist in creating new businesses
and new jobs."
The center would oversee the
ways the small business development programs at Winona State,
the school's business-industry alliance, the Winona port authority,
and the Chamber of Commerce
The work-study program has
received an increase in its funds
over the last few years, said
Krause. In 1982, $4 million was
appropriated to the program,
while $7 million goes to it at
present.
Options the board is looking at
include an increase in the number of jobs offered, concentrating
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affect small business in the area,
said Sweetland. The new center
may have a positive effect on
Winona's economic environment.
"The success of new business
will spur economic development
in communities. It would mean
new jobs," said Lewenstein.
The new program will not have
any real effect on students. "The
real thrust is on the development
and successes of local businesses. Education is one component
of it," said Lewenstein.
Sweetland said a new enterprise center would improve relations between this university and
the Winona business community
substantially. "In order to make it
work, there has to be cooperation
between the university, the city
and the business community,"
said Sweetland. "It's certainly
going to improve the stance of
the university in the eyes of the
business community, and improve the university to take resources out into the business
world."
For now, an advisory committee will review the proposals. The
state will accept or reject recommendations in January of 1986.
more of the money into areas
with high student unemployment,
and making a more active attempt to place students in other
jobs. Also under consideration
are wage increases to deal with
rising prices. Krause said the
board will probably implement a
combination of the alternatives.
Elsewhere on the financial aid
front, the board reported that interest in the new Student Educational Loan Fund is increasing,
despite changes due to a federal
ruling this summer.
The new edict states that the
loan could not be used to reduce
the financial burden on a student's parents if the student's
family made more than $30,000
annually and he was already getting some federal aid.
Under previous SELF rules, for
example, a student who had already borrowed $1,500 and
whose parents were expected by
financial aid officials to pay
$4,000 could take out a SELF
loan to cover the $4,000.
The program began in late
May, and as of Oct. 11, the board
has approved 1,256 applications
for a total of $3.7 million — an
average of $3,017 per loan.
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Ready, set, fall!
"Why don't they do a better job plowing the streets?"
So asked one student to another, as the two skidded their way
across King St. Moments later, an elderly man attempted to cross
the intersection of King and Washington, providing more suspense
than an Indiana Jones movie. Will he make it? Will he slip? Will he
fall and break an age-weakened bone?
True, Winona has gotten a lot of snow a lot earlier than usual.
True, the streets are the responsibility of the city while the adjoining
walks are cleared by the university. True, both are operating with
limited personnel and budget.
But that makes crossing campus no safer, for those of able body
or those who rely on crutches, wheelchairs, or the reflexes of the
elderly. One woman who walks with crutches tells us it takes her up
to 15 minutes to negot i ate the uneven, ice-covered snowpack between her Sheehan home and Pasteur Hall. And we think she's got
a point. Winona State's walks are dangerous to walk on.
We don't mean to harp at administrators, who are busy as it is
even without snow. And we certainly don't mean to snipe at the
maintenance people who are doing their best to keep up the school.
But we direct our fire at whatever policy it is that lets a foot of new
snow stay on the ground until it is packed into glacial ice, a lumpy,
slippery surface that sprains ankles and frays tempers. We complain about the methods that leave streets on campus blanketed
with snow a week after the last storm. We rail about snow removal
that leaves ramps — meant to ease the way of the handicapped
and infirm — nothing more than friction-free invitations to injury.
No, we don't mean to get on the back of the janitors. We do think,
however, that Winona State's snow removal needs a lot of help.

Quarter's deeds
a point of pride
As students at Winona State, we have -a lot to be happy about as
we leave campus next week, ending 1985.
During the last quarter, we've had student groups like the SocialCultural Activities Committee and Up and Company working their
hardest to bring in comedian Jay Leno, take students to the new
Canterbury Downs racetrack, and keep things going on around
campus to keep students happy. The other 60-or-so student groups
have also been doing their best in making students more a part of
Winona State.
Hair Hut II opened inside the student union, the school set alltime-high records in enrollment, and a new phone system was installed which, though it presented problems at first, will save students thousands of dollars each year.
Non-traditional students have seen an increase in number again
this year and students at Rochester Community College are today
watching construction of the new Winona State Rochester Facility,
which will offer courses to to them to make their two years at RCC
into four-year Winona State degrees.
Mingles Fundrinkery modernized Winona's nightlife, Garrison
Keillor touched on the traditionalism of Minnesotans, and Randall's
Discount Foods and its union ended a seven-month strike, which
had affected about 20 Winona State students.
The Student Senate managed to get the foreign culture cluster requirement dropped while the administration decided to partially divest from investments in South Africa.
Employees of Winona State and President Thomas Stark gave
both time and money to donating more than $10,000 in aid to
groups like the American Cancer Society, and the university finally
filled all of its administrative positions with its new deans this fall,
making this the first time in more than five years the university has
had a completely filled, solid administration.
There's a lot more that has happend during the three months of
fall quarter. Much of it, however, is the type of thing we don't notice
as much, like all the little things that make this place operate as
smoothly and healthily as it is.
Though Winonan may yell at Scot Peak for initial phone system
problems, Vice President Charles Sorneson for his way of dealing
with one issue, SCAC for wasting some money on a rainy day, Student Senate for how it changed a committee position, or others, we
do appreicate what those people and groups, along with all the
other students, faculty, staff and administration members, are doing
for the good of this university's present and future.
As Christmas draws closer,
Winonan says thanks to those
people, and hopes everyone has a good holiday season and an
even better next year.

Letters
Position changed for
good reasons
To the Editor:
In response to the editorial
dated Nov.13, 1985 on how the
Student Senate forgot the rights
of one of their Senators, the dilemma we faced was that three
senators wanted to serve on the
Strategic Planning Committee as
the student representatives and
only two could serve.
A Student Senator provided information to the executive officers that one of the current representatives would be gone due
to health reasons for three
weeks. Taking full consideration
into the problem of an unanticipated early recovery of the
Senator and a need for a solution, the Senate made their decision in a democratic fashion that
was fully respective of their
Senator's rights.
There are, though, a number
of inaccuracies and uncompleted
explanations of situations in the
editorial that should be factually

corrected. The editorial states
the senator returned to a
Strategic Planning Committee
meeting after a health related absence to find that the Senator assigned to replace him was listed
as a member instead of him.
Correct, however, a further statement was necessary to explain
that it was the chair of the committee and not the president of
the Student Senate who placed
the new Senator as a member.
The editorial states that the
president and vice president did
not try to confirm the absence of
the Senator. Two unanswered
phone calls were placed to the
Senator's phone. The Senate
even sent a get well card to the
Senator's home which was
signed by individual senators.
The article never included this
act of compassion by the senators for one of their members.
The editorial states that this matter should have been brought up
before the entire Senate. It was.
This situation had already been
discussed privately between our
president and the Senator. The

Corrections
There was an error in a definition of one of Winona State's programs in the
Nov. 13 Winonan. The correct definition of the Special Services for Disadvantaged Students Program is that it serves physically handicapped, financially
needy and first generation students.
Approximately 30 percent of those the program serves are physically handicapped.

executive board of the Senate
discussed it further and in great
deliberation and with a unanimous executive board recommendation brought this dilemma
before the entire Senate.
The statement from the
editorial that the president and
others have loose and poor excuses for such a serious decision
is clearly a case of unsubstantiated and biased reporting. Those
excuses, as the editorial calls
them, were in reality heavily debated and thoroughly discussed
reasons, reasons that took into
consideration that there is a student representative for the 5,000
Winona State students on the
Strategic Planning Committee.
The president never once discriminated against the Senator in
any of the deliberations on this
matter. The editorial stated that
the Senate followed the president's lead to discriminate
against the Senator. The statement is obviously false, since as
chair of all the Senate meetings,
the president must at all times
remain neutral. The Senate
never decided that the Strategic
Planning Committee should not
slow its pace down for our Senator. Pace of the Strategic Planning Committee is decided upon
entirely by its own membership.
Jeff Krause

A Campus Shorts item for an opening in the Student Senate should have been
in the Winonan the issues of Nov. 13 and Dec. 5. Due to production error, that
item was lost in past-up.
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By Lisa Larson

Christmas giving should include thanks
Have you ever thought of the number of people it takes to keep
Winona State University running smoothly?
There are the many professors who spend hours preparing lectures on society norms, plate tectonics and persuasive writing to
give students the best education possible for the least amount of
money. The janitors work in every university building keeping it as
clean as a whistle, which certainly is challenging. There are the
secretaries who are busy typing the necessary paperwork to survive
in a university setting, such as the course syllabi and the numerous
requisition forms. Or how about the number of people necessary to
produce the Winonan each week or how many Student Senators it
takes to get business done?
In addition, there are the people who work in the cafeteria who try
their best to keep more than 1,500 students happy. One cafeteria
employee in particular has spent 12 years listening to students'
problems while being a meal card checker on the Sheehan Hall
line'. Her name is Maude Ratajczyk.
When is the last time you thanked her or any other of the employees for the services they provide so that your job or life may be
more bearable?
Christmas is the perfect time to remember people who have
touched your lives this year. I hope you will include Maude on your
list of people to thank before she retires Dec. 17. Maude was one of
the first university employees I met when I started college three
years ago. My first encounter was the first day of orientation week
after I had picked up my meal card in the Kryzsko Commons hallway before turning it in to her for checking. She said, "Now,
remember your numbers, girls," in her usual pleasant tone of voice,
as she patiently explained us the unfamiliar cafeteria procedures.
During that first week, I also learned the procedure for ticket
night, which is an extra special meal that gives students a choice
between steak or shrimp. My friends and I dropped our cards off at
her desk, like usual, and hurried up to get in line. After we went
quite far in the line, we realized we hadn't picked up a ticket that
everyone else had. I told her I didn't have a ticket, and she was
slightly upset. However, she trusted me enough to give me a ticket
anyway, although she didn't actually remember seeing my card.
Soon that first year I, along with other freshmen and upperclassmen, began valuing her friendly and caring attitude. "How are
things going?" she always asked. "How are you feeling?" she'd
ask, when I was ill. She rejoiced when we earned A's and C's, and
even when our relationships blossomed into engagements. She
also gave us motherly love when we were homesick and told us
everything would be ok after we failed an exam. She has been
someone we have counted on. Most of all, she has had faith in us
as struggling students and is not prejudiced toward us in the negative sense, like many people can be.
There are many lessons that can be learned from people like
Maude, who put other people first in their lives instead of them
selves, which is extremely common in this technological society of
ours. Aristotle said we are first social beings, and to reach our full
capacity to reason, we have to be in the company of others. I believe this is true, because in my experience, I have found that those
who put others first are the happiest people.
Thank you, university employees, for being there when we need
you. And thanks, Maude, and best wishes always. We do appreciate you, although we often don't take the time to show it.

Spotlight:

Trish Holten, sophomore,
Dave Schmidt, freshman, busijustice/psychology,
ness _administration, Minneton..._•criminal
Pine Island, Minn., These are
ka, Minn., I feel the student government is prejudice and we have the best years of our lives so live
elected the wrong people to rep- it up. I hope everyone has a
resent the students of Winona merry Christmas and a great new
State. year.

(c7

Holidays are:
...Old traditions that live on
through the years
.„Loved ones that gather
...Idealistic of what life should
be
...Dotted with happiness and
sometimes sorrow
...Always existing in some
corner of our mind;
...Yet surfacing only yearly.

)
)
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by Julie Foegen
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Circus ends, accomplishments begin
When I attended the MSUSA conference in
Mankato last weekend, I was worried about my
personal safety. Dale Kurschner and I had written
commentaries for the Winonan the previous
weeks critical of Mankato and St. Cloud State
University Student Senate leaders, blaming them
for the chaotic condition of MSUSA. Dale and I
expected to be attacked by the Mankato State
hockey team, so we took the precaution of wearing dark glasses to avoid recognition. We didn't
meet any hockey players or hostility in Mankato.
Our hosts were cordial, gracious. I was surprised.

Analysis
On Saturday, five of the seven Student Senate
presidents that attended the conference were trying to decide what to do about MSUSA state chair
Jim Schmidt. The Saturday meeting was a farce.
The presidents bickered and quarreled for four
hours, virtually undoing any progress that had
been made in St. Cloud two weeks earlier.
The meeting could have been worse though. If
it hadn't been for Southwest State University Student Senate president Kraig Keck, the whole
weekend would have been a disaster. Instead of
taking sides, Keck was constantly trying to work
out compromises between a bunch of squabbling
children. Southwest could have stayed home, as
did Bemidji and Metro, and let the two sides duke
it out on their own. But Southwest saw an opportunity to play a big role in the conference: keeping MSUSA together.
But despite Keck's efforts, the meeting adjour-

ned with no result. Once the meeting adjourned,
it occurred to the rest of the presidents that something would have to be worked out if MSUSA was
ever to conduct business as usual again. Something was worked out, and the weekend proved to
'-)e a success after all.
The committees met the next day and ran
smoothly. Practically every proposal that came up
in a committee meeting received a rubber stamp
of approval. No bickering, no quarreling. This
came as a relief after all that had happened over
the past month.
Things got done last weekend. The schools are
once again talking to each other in a friendly
fashion, and MSUSA is moving full steam ahead
for the moment.
I trust those that run the organization will realize a good deal of time and money was wasted
this past month, that student needs were abandoned, and that they will thus deal with problems
in a rational manner. I hope each president
remembers that MSUSA belongs to a 51,000
member student body, not just a few individuals,
and that they will act accordingly.

Jim Becker

An invitation, a challenge —
If you're concerned about something you think
others should know about, write a letter to the editor.
Letters must be signed and are printed in the
order in which they arrive at 113 Phelps Hall,
Winona State University. A limit of 300 words or
less is appreciated.

What is on your mind?

Sharon Gaalswyk, freshman,
accounting, St. Peter, Minn.,
May everyone have a safe and
joyous holiday.

Betty Batz, sophomore, nursing, Northbrook, Ill., The smell
of spiced apple cider, the sounds
of Christmas carols and going
home and spending time with my
family and boyfriend.

Gary Humphries, senior, English, Zion,- III., I think if Pete Fedorko lost his seat because he
was absent from meetings then
the action was fair, but the action
of taking Pete's seat should be
looked into more before made official.
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Red ink may hit schools

Students start new lobby

State shortfall worries WSU

By SHERI JACOBSON

By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Minnesota's possible $200 million def i cit may have an effect on
financial aid and tution rates for
Minnesota state university students.
Bob Krause from the Higher
Education Coordinating Board
told members of the Minnesota
State University Student Association Dec. 7 that even though
funding education was one of the
higher priorities for the legislature
last session and this year, a def i cit of that size would definitley hit
college students.
Krause pointed to the three
possible shortfall figures Cornmissioner of Finance Jay
Kiedrowski said the state may be
looking at next spring, which
ranged from $160 million to $915
million. Minnesota was budgeted
with a $450 million budget reserve and if current speculation
by legislators holds true, that re-

Slash

Continued from page 1

to a vote in the House of Representatives. Penny, he said, felt
that the deficit was to the point
where sacrifices must be made.
Penny was not alone in favoring the law. Legislators quoted in
the press seemed to feel the law
was a necessary evil. "It is absolutely irresponsible as public
policy, but as a result of our public pronouncements about our
new-found courage, we cannot
back down," said Sen. Nancy
Kassebaum of Kansas. An aide to
Nurse at St. Francis Hospital
seeking another driver to
share rides to and from La
Crosse. Working both the 73 and 3-11 shifts. Please call
Kay at 452-4192.

HELPERS
MOTHERS
WANTED. Assist with childcare. light housekeeping. Live
in beautiful seaside Connecticut, 1 hr. from New York
City, with carefully screened
family. Good salary, free room
and board, transportation
paid, 8-12 months commitment, time off at Christmas
immediposible. Apply now
ate jobs or start after Jan. 1st.
Call Care for Kids 203-8386108/852-1184. No fee.

for

"Nudity Becomes You"
"Born Again Heathen"
"Liberals are
expendable"
"Bomb the Shiite out of
Beirut"
"God Bless Conservative
America"

T-Shirts M-L-XL $7.70, Bumper
strips $2.10 PP. Please send
check or m.o. to Stingers Inc.
Box 34, Wellesley Hills, Ma.
02181. Send $1.00 for full list of
titles. Refunded first order.

JOIN OUR "NANNY NETWORK" of over 250 placed by us.
You should enjoy creative childcare, be willing to relocate East for
a 9-12 month commitment for
great salary, benefits and working
ccnditions. Round trip air transportation provided. Warm, loving
families prescreened by us for you
to choose from.

HELPING
HANDS, INC.

33 Whipple Rd., Wilton, CT 06897
(203) 834-1742. NO FEE

Staff Reporter

serve will not be enough to cover
the budget.
House Speaker David Jennings
and Senate Majority Leader
Roger Moe felt the next forecast
could be around $750 million,
$300 million more than what was
budgeted to handle shortfalls.
"If $900 million comes out, the
chances are very good education
spending will be cut. But if we're
talking lower figures, I think it
(education spending cuts) would
be the last, last resort," Krause
said.
He said economists' projections earlier in the fall had looked
fairly good until mid-November,
when the state reached its lowest
cash point of the year with only
$425 million in supply. Now, Capitol souces indicate state revenues in November may fall $30 to
$40 million below projections.
"We lost four days because of
(Thanksgiving) vacation and then
the snow storm hit. Sales were

down 10 percent and sales tax
went down with them. That type
of thing can hurt," said Krause.
Economic problems in the rural
areas of Minnesota are another
thing the state has to start watching out for, Krause said. "We
haven't yet felt the real effect of
the crisis in rural Minnesota." He
expected such an effect could hit
the state's budget as early as
January.
"Basically, the state still has
credit out there and about 20 percent (of the farmers) won't be
able to get crops in."
Kruase said it was too early to
project what cuts, if any, would
be made on education areas and
said that the legislature's placing
education as a high priority last
session will help. A large deficit,
however, will effect every group,
including students.

Minnesota Sen. Dave Durenberger said the senator would vote
for the law, as he had for its
predecessors. Student lobbies and other
groups benefitting from student
aid seemed to be adopting a waitand-see attitude toward the law.
Details of what programs would
be subject to the automatic cuts
weren't available until Tuesday,
and most, though fearful of
reductions in student aid, were
unsure of how big the cuts would
be.
The cuts would begin to take
effect after March 1, 1986, unless

the Congress ctin keep the defi cit for fiscal 1986 (which ends
next October) below $171 billion.
The law would limit cuts to $11.7
billion during fiscal 1986, but
would set no limit for upcoming
years. Every year, the maximum
allowable deficit would shrink,
until no deficits would be allowed
in 1991.
The bill, as it stands, would
force the cuts to be split half-andhalf between defense spending
and domestic cuts, although defense spending constitutes less
than 40 percent of the federal
budget. No defense spending has

The need for student financial
concerns to be heard at the national level has prompted student
leaders from across the country
to form a new national student
association — the National Student Roundtable.
"There is no other national
group to represent student educational issues," said Minnesota
State University Student Association chairman Jim Schmidt.
"United States Student Association has been around for quite
some time. However, the association right now is dealing more
with social things and isn't putting much emphasis on education.
"There's a major difference between education groups and stu-

Mankato
Continued from page 3

one is fear, where you hang
something over someone's head.
As a presidents council, we
should say (to Schmidt) 'we trust
you without hanging this over
your head, until a day when we
evaluate you'," said Ruesink.
Most of the presidents seemed
happy about the way things went
later in the evening Saturday and
on Sunday morning, when
MSUSA started working as a unified student association again.
On that day, the council directbeen exempted from the cuts,
other than contracts already
signed by the government.
The first effects of the bill
would be felt in the current

dent education groups," Schmidt
said. Student groups express
concerns from the student end of
the spectrum as other educational groups view things from the instructing side, he said.
"The problem is when you
have an association dealing with
both social and educational issues, you lose credibility. There's
not one representative who will
stand up and say he is against
education," he said, while saying
those reps possibly would go
against a "save the whales campaign."
Funding for NSR will be determined in Kansas Dec. 12-15,
when student leaders interested
in the association will meet to formulate its by-laws and constitution.

ed Schmidt to begin negotiations
for faculty evaluations with faculty
and administrative groups in the
state university system. The
group also decided to check into
instating a system policy of al.,owing a student three days to
change his class to pass/no
credit if his instructor is replaced
five days after the beginning of a
quarter.
Other areas such as financial
aid, child care, average cost
funding, public relations for
MSUSA and the possible creation
of a vice chair position were also
discussed and voted on by the
council.
budget. So far, Congress has approved only two of the 13 annual
spending bills that authorize federal outlays for this year.

Coupon
oupon
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9 miles south of
Red Wing, Minn.
on U.S. 61

Wants You and a Friend to Try Skiing!
I Bring this coupon with valid college I.D. and receive

1 FREE lift ticket
with purchase of 1 lift ticket

1-

1

I

Offer good 12-26-85 through 1-5-86
Limit 1 coupon per student
Coupon value up to $12.50
Coupon

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships
won't make
college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Captain Jim Weyen
Winona State University
Somsen Hall, Room 121
(507) 475-5153
ARMY RESERVE OFFK.7ER.S' TRAINING. CORPS

What makes
Wednesday worth it?
Our $4.99
Wednesday
special.
Call DOMINO'S PIZZA' to
get our Wednesday special
—a 12-inch, single topping
pizza for just $4.99. It's a
great way to enjoy a hot,
custom-made pizza and
save money.
And Domino's Pizza
Delivers".
In 30 minutes or less
or your order is free.
So make Wednesday
worth it with our $4.99
Wednesday special. It's
available all evening every
Wednesday. Only from
Domino's Pizza ".

Call us:
454-6700

909 W. 5th St.
Winona

ogt
Our drivers carry less than 520.00. No coupon
necessary Just request the Wednesday special, Limited delivery area. c 1985 Domino's
Pizza, Inc,

_<
0
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0
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE.
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Poli sci class hearing set
Political Science and Public Administration majors and minors are
needed to express tneir opinions
about the present curriculum at a
hearing Dec. 12 from 1-3 p.m. in
Conference Room 7 of the Smog.
The Political Science/Public Administration Club will submit a revised
curriculum to the department faculty for consideration.
OD

cr

ANN E RSARY

"TEN YEARS AND GOING STRONG
THURSDAY

December 12th

— 10am —3pm Open House
WSU PAC
Room 230
- 8pm - 12am

Alumni Broadcast

from Charlie's D&D

LIVE

ALUMNI INCLUDE:
BRUCIE BUMCHUCKLES
JEFF 'SUDS' SEVERSON
LARRY BROWN

FROM HIT 105
LA CROSSE

FROM KROC
ROCHESTER

RANDY WINTER
CHRIS CAMBRIDGE
SAM SCHUTH

FROM KTTC-TV
ROCHESTER

FROM WKBT-TV
LA CROSSE

TOM GJERDRUM

FROM KAGE
WINONA

MIKE MARTIN

FROM KWNO
WINONA

STOP BY CHARLIE'S AND TALK TO THESE PEOPLE. YOU
ALSO HAVE A CHANCE TO WIN HATS, RECORDS, AND
BUMPER STICKERS.

Responsibility group to meet
The Students For Social Responsibility will hold their first winter quarter meeting Thursday, Dec. 12 at 2:
30 p.m. in Dining Room C. All concerned people welcome.
The world comes to Kryzsko
The annual International Bazaar
and Bakery, sponsored by the
WSU International Club, will be
held Dec. 10-12 from 9 a.m to 4
p.m. It will be in Kryzsko Commons
in the lower "Hyphen" hallway between the Cinema Room and the
Smog. The International Bakery will
include ethnic treats from Pakistan,
Malaysia, Iceland, Nigeria, the
United States, and many more.
Officers and gentlemen
Cadets Michael Keppel and Mark
Lundtvedt were commissioned as
second lieutenants in the United
States Army after finishing the
Winona State ROTC program. A
small ceremony with relatives and
friends was conducted on Nov. 21
at WSU. Second Lieutenant Keppel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Keppel, Greene, Iowa, will join the infantry, and Second Lieutenant
Lundtvedt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Lundtvedt, Caledonia, Minn.,
will be in the engineer corps.
KQAL plans birthday bash
On Thursday, KQAL will celebrate
its 10th anniversary, and would like
you to share in the fun with them!
During the day from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., KCAL will open its doors to
the public for free tours and refreshments. KQAL is located in the
Performing Arts Center of WSU.
From 8 p.m. to midnight, KQAL will
feature alumni broadcasters, and
will present a live broadcast from
Charlie's D & D..
Tourist body looking for help
A vacancy exists on the Advisory
Committee of the Winona Convention and Visitors Bureau. This nine
member volunteer committee

,1110

meets twice a month to provide
Winona with a comprehensive tourism program. The position available
is for a one-year term. Anyone interested may call Jean Kendall, Director Convention and Visitors
Bureau, at the Winona Area Chamber of Commerce, 452-2272.
Non-trads announce winners
Results of November elections for
Non-Traditional Students club: new
board of directors includes Mike
Gremza, Laurel Palmer, Vicki
Wicka, Dan Wicka, and Paul
Ogren. Next general meeting in the
Smog, Lounge 7, Thursday, December 12, at noon.
Who's Companions to meet
The Companions of Doctor Who
will meet Saturday, from noon to 4
p.m.in Dining Room E of Kryzsko
Commons. The meeting is open to
the public. For more information
call 457-2728 or 452-2643.
BCA to sponsor movies
The Black Cultural Awareness Association is sponsoring a Christmas
gift to the campus community. On
Friday, there will be free movies
and popcorn in the Art Tye Lounge
beginning at 7 p.m. Eddie Murphy's
"Delirious" will begin at 7 and
"The Terminator" will start at 8:15.
Senate says get money now
Those who participated in the Student Senate Book Exchange: don't
forget to pick up your money or unsold books in conference room 7.
Today is the last day to do so.
Fin aid students: sign up now
All students who are receiving financial aid or scholarships for Winter Quarter must stop in Somsen
Lobby, in front of the Cashiers Office, to pick up their checks and/or
sign the necessary forms that might
be required. This must be done according to the following schedule:
December 16 (Monday), Last
names A through L, 8: 30-11:30, 1:
00-3:30. December 17 (Tuesday),
Last names M through Z, 8:30-11:
30, 1:3:30. Failure to come in at
this time could result in cancellation of your financial aid. All students must show their ID.
Like to play B-ball?
Faculty and Staff interested in organizing a recreational basketball
league, meeting from noon to 1: 00
daily, call or contact Kevin Cappel
in room 140 Memorial or 457-5209.
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Counseling center tells RAs

Suicide rate rising,
WSU offers help
By AMY DONAHUE
Staff Reporter

The rate of suicide attempts on
Winona State's campus has
some people alarmed.
Winonan sources say there
have been approximately six attempted suicides already this
year. But finding that figure isn't
easy. "We are not at liberty to
give out that sort of information,"
said Charles Bently of the Counseling Center, when asked about
the high number of attempts.
In America last year, there
were 25,000 to 35,000 deaths attributed to suicide. In 1982 there
were 476 suicide deaths in Minnesota, two in the Winona area.
In 1983 there were 433 in Minnesota, five in the Winona area. The
rate of young people committing
suicide between the ages of 15
and 25 has increased by approximately 30 percent.
The Counseling Center did arrange a lecture on suicide for the
resident assistants f,Jst before
finals. The RAs were lectured on
how to be aware of signs and signals coming from students to indicate problems coping.
"The amount of training I received didn't seem to help in
such a tough situation," said
Craig Moechnig, a Prentiss Hall
RA. "You can't train an RA to be
a psychologist."
The main goal is to persuade
troubled students to seek help.
"We have an excellent Counseling Center," said Becky Winter,
Sheehan Hall resident coordinator. "The RAs are only human
and they can only do so much."
A troubled student must be
made to believe that he or she
can receive help and eliminate
some of the pain he or she is
feeling. "You have to make it
sound good to them," said
Moechnig. For example, he said,
you talk to a student and find out
what is troubling her. Most of the
time it is a number of problems.
Then you ask the student, "Don't
you think you're under a lot of
stress?", letting her know there

Options

are places she can go, such as
the Counseling Center.
"They really have a fine staff at
the Counseling Center," said
Moechnig. "They really seem to
care. They will go beyond the call
of duty to help a student."
Experts say the student who attempts suicide often is crying out
for help. But all anyone can do is
reach out a hand to help. The
student, then, has to accept the
help.
Counselors note that a person
does not become suicidal overnight. There are warning signs to
look for. First of all, a blunt threat
should be taken seriously. Seventy percent of suicidal threats
are followed by suicide attempts.
Another big clue is extreme
depression, sadness, anxiety, decline in interest in work and people once enjoyed. Along those
lines, changes in personality or
behavior, such as sleeplessness,
loss of weight, appetite, sexual
drive or tendency to withdraw,
are signs.
Another common sign is preparation for death, such as making
a will or giving away possessions.
A final warning is often a sudden
lift of spirits, which can mean a
person is relieved because his or
her problems will soon end with
suicide.
A friend thinking of suicide, say
experts, is one that needs to
know others are listening and
caring for him. He should be told
there is a way to cure the stress
and pain he is feeling and where

Winonan photo by Jeff Thompson

When life has you boxed in and you feel there is no way out, the Winona State Counseling
Center is one place you can turn to for help.

he can get that help. And then he
needs to be persuaded to go
there.
At Winona State, the Counseling Center is a place to get help.
It is located in Gildemeister Hall
and is free for any WSU student.
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63 Plaza East

454-1451

CARISCH THEATRES
7:20
CINE 4
9:30 (PG) 2ND AND MAIN 452-4172

...MEET AN ABSOLUTELY BEGUILING CHARACTER..."

'Spending a very little time with him is enough to make
you believe that the sweet soul of Buster Keaton has found
another lodging place.'
Sheila Benson. LOS ANGELES TIMES

SO YOU'RE SICK OF HOLLYWOOD MOVIES...

take your friends, your kids. its that good, that funny.
that sexy, that crazy and yes, touching."
Peter Stack. SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE

"Let Our Experience Work
For You. 99

****
"GET READY FOR THE MOST ORIGINAL MOVIE IN
YEARS! A big hit abroad and it is easy to see why. Downright

hilarious. laudably ingenious, devilishly clever. riotously
funny and inventive.'

Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
until Christmas

William Wolf. GANNETT NEWSPAPERS

"THE YEAR'S WACKIEST MOVIE!...Delightful,

pixilated.
off-beat charm. Under the inspired looniness is a Voltairean
fable that makes you feel you've been transported to the
age of reason. Marius Weyers is a combination of
Buster Keaton and Jacques Tati."

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

Continued from page 1

well in the traditional high school
setting. For many students, it's
an alternative between dropping
out and continuing their education."
She feels many problems are
caused by lack of cooperation between high schools and colleges,
and said that where there's
cooperation, the difficulties are
being worked out.
Levi counters critics who say
the program causes reduced
funding for school districts. She
said that school districts aren't
losing very much money. "It's not
the school district's money. The
money is appropriated for the
educational opportunity of the
student."
She added that high schools
should strengthen their core curriculum and look at how they can
expand opportunity for students.
Levi and other program supporters are aware of the growing
momentum of anti-postsecondary
option groups and expects some
changes to be made when the
state legislature reconvenes in
February.

A confidential, non judgemental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.
64 1/2 W. 5th

452-4307

Richard Freedman. NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS

AN INTERNATIONAL TREAT THAT WILL TICKLE
EVERY FANCY. Part Keystone Cops. part breathtaking safari and part

sweet love story. It is perfectly delightful and happily recommended."
Joanna Langfield WABC RADIO

'A REFRESHINGLY LOOPY MOVIE!"
Kathleen Carroll, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Wanted: WSU Students
For: Hometown Christmas Call
Students talk with
prospective students
from their high school
about Winona State.
For further information contact your RA or Anne
in the Admissions office at 457-5510 between
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

`A COMEDY ABOUT THE CLASH OF CULTURES...
EVEN FUNNIER THAN IT IS ECCENTRIC WHICH
IS SAYING QUITE A LOT."
Janet Mash°. NEW YORK TIMES

HE GOOT MUST B
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If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss for English literature.//,--.
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Friday,
and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday, and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone:

AT&T
© 1985 AT&T Communications

----- The right choice.
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Feature
Ultimate V
dances for 200
at Mingles
By AMY DONOHUE
Staff Reporter

Not much more than two
months later, they came back
again. Five charming young men
dressed in sparkling costumes.
They are known as America's Ultimate V entertainment extravaganza, and they danced their way
back to Winona on Dec.8 to perform at Mingles Fundrinkery.
But this time they did not have
the same standing-room-only
crowd to greet them. The crowd
was approximately 200 people,
compared to the last performance, which drew a crowd of 600.
"I think the crowd was less because the shows were too close
together," said Cliff Vierus,
owner of Mingles. He said Mingles was not at a loss because the
Ultimate V pays for its own advertising. "I told them they should
wait longer to come back,"said
Vierus. "I guess this Mingles was
on their route. They have sold out
engagements in the area."
"We were called back," said
David Compo, co-owner of the
Ultimate V. "There was a demand for us."
The Ultimate V tour from Las
Vegas to Michigan. They said
they come to bring some Las
Vegas style entertainment to
small communities like Winona.
"We're not a strip show," said

Donnie Koptyra, Compo's business partner. "We are more like
a burlesque show."
Koptyra, also known as Donnie
Divine, the blond bomber, performed a few high energy dances
which showed his talent in dance
and acrobatics. Koptyra
choreographed these dances,
along with all the dances performed.
Compo entertained the crowd
with jokes and a few magic tricks,
yet the main magic seemed to be
the sexy creative strip dances
performed by each of the five
members. The other members of
the team include Chuck Waltkins,
alias Cherokee Chaz, Pete
O'Neil, alias Mr. Magic, and
Eamon Murtch, alias Lover Boy.
Even though there were only
200 women, they were loud.
Mingles seemed to echo with
women chanting "take it off," as
David Compo, who acted as the
group's master of ceremonies, repeated "Do you want to see
more?"
After the dances, dollar bills
were waved in the air by women
in the audience for the dancers in
return for a quick kiss and maybe
a hug or squeeze. With their
smooth techniques, the Ultimate
V seemed to bring out the forwardness of some formerly shy
women.

Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman

To the beat of 'Taking Care of Business'
dancer Chuck Williams, a.k.a. 'Cherokee
Chaz', works money from the crowd at Ming-

les during the 'Wave a Dollar' part of their
show.

Relaxation techniques taught to students
By AMY DONOHUE
Staff Reporter

Some of the stress the members of the Minnesota Student
Nurses Association were feeling
last quarter was relieved as Tim
Hatfield of the Counselor Education Department spoke to them
about relaxation techniques and
stress management.
It was a perfect time, just before finals.
Hatfield had students try two
relaxation techniques. The first
was progressive relaxation, which
is the systematic tensing and relaxing of specific muscles in the
body with the goal of eliviating
muscle tension leading to a more
relaxed state.
Hatfield started students at
their foreheads and guided them
all the way down to their toes, instructing them to tighten and
then relax certain muscles.
"When you're under stress, your
muscles tense up," said Hatfield.
"Later you feel tired and tense,
yet your mind is racing."
This technique helps people to
learn what their bodies feel like
tensed and relaxed. "People are
out of touch with their bodies,"
said Hatfield. "The technique
doesn't take long and a person
can use it any time."
The second technique Hatfield
taught the students was imagery.
Imagery is the process where a

person relaxes himself and imagines himself, for example,
succeeding on a test or solving a
problem. The person must imagine himself successfully getting
through whatever is causing the
stress.
Hatfield had the students lie
down on the floor to become
most relaxed. Then he told the
students to imagine themselves
at a time when they were really
feeling good about themselves,
or when they had done something well. Remembering how
they looked and felt at that time,
he had them imagine themselves
feeling the same way and taking
their hardest final. Then he had
them imagine themselves succeeding on the test.
Hatfield teaches a stress management course at Winona State.
A student taking the class will
learn causes of stress, basic
physiology related to stress, a variety of stress management
methods and a personal stress
management program. "People
in the class will learn their own
goals and ways to relax," said
Hatfield
People need to build an
awareness of the stress in their
lives which is linked to improving
their health, he said. "The key is
to incorporate relaxation techniques and stress management
into your life style."
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The many demands placed on college students can take their toll if relaxation techniques and stress management are not incorporated into their lifestyles. One way students

can relax is by participating in a strenuous
physical activity such as raquetball or other
sports.
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Travel options many for WSU students
By MARIANNE KNICKREHM
Asst. Staff Reporter

The winter weather perils of
traveling to and from home for
the holidays are almost always
felt by Winona State students
over Thanksgiving and Christmas
breaks. The last snow storm
which dumped more than a foot
of the white stuff over the entire
Midwest Thanksgiving weekend
reminded holiday travelers that
they fall prey to the whims of
Mother Nature.
But there are many alternatives
a college student has to conquering the trecherous, and yes, unpredictable elements in a car with
two or three other weary students
and a trunkload full of dirty laundry.
One such alternative is to ride
a chartered bus. Those students
from the Chicago area, which
probably consists of over half of
the Winona State population, can
ride a bus to the Chicago area for
only $32 for a round trip.
Vince Capparelli, a junior majoring in marketing, is, for the
third year in a row, chartering a
bus to Chicago for the holidays.
He said he began doing this
when he was a freshman so that
he would have a way to get home
over the breaks.
Capparelli knew that there
were a lot of other students from
the Chicago area who didn't have
cars at college. He and the others found ride hunting very difficult. Also, he said, it's safer to
take a bus than a car during winter.
An added incentive for Cappa-
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Taking a train is just one means of transportation home for Winona State students who do not have a car.

relli and his riders is that it is
cheaper to ride the bus which he
charters through Philipps Bus
Service than it is to ride the Amtrack or a Greyhound Bus.
The least expensive rate the
Amtrack has from Winona to Chicago over the Christmas break is

$87 for a round trip, and Amtrack
is already booked for Dec. 19 and
20. A person can take the 3:40
p.m. Greyhound Bus to Chicago
for $41.75 during the Christmas
season. The 11 a.m. bus is
$58.30 round trip.
Capparelli's chartered bus is

almost full. There are 16 to 20
seats left and he anticipates no
problem in filling those seats by
Thursday, Dec. 12 which is the
deadline for reservations.
Most of all, Capparelli said, his
bus is always fun. "Sometimes

By BILL POND •

Winona State's International
Club is taking part in helping to
raise money for the world's developing nations by sponsoring a
bazaar and bakery Dec. 10-13 in
Kryzsko Commons.
Terri Markos, director of international students, said the International Club puts on the bazaar
as a part of a self-help program
for developing nations. The club
buys merchandise from a company that goes to refugees and
other people of these nations and

and gives them ideas for crafts
that could be marketable in the
United States. The people of
these countries produce the
crafts for the company who then
sells them to clubs like the International Club.
The International Club makes
no profit from the crafts they sell,
said Markos. The money goes
back to those people in the developing countries who need it.
This year the club has switched
to a new company because better
quality and greater selection were
offered, said Markos. The crafts

Kelly Burch gives her seventh pint of blood
at the Red Cross Bloodmobile Monday after-

come from such countries as
Bangladesh, India, Kenya and
Columbia.

Tte PaKery will ieature rood
prepared by students of the club
that will represent their country.
The money raised by the bakery
will go to the club and not back to
developing nations.
Winona State's International
Club has approximately 120
members but only about 40 or 50
members are helping out with the
bazaar-bakery.
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noon. The Red Cross will be collecting blood
until 7 p.m. today in the East Cafeteria.
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there is a party atmosphere and
sometimes it's mellow." He allows riders to drink on the bus,
but in moderation, and he enforces the bus' clean-up rules. No
kegs are allowed.

Off the record

International students
aid nations in need
Staff Reporter
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By Paul Marszalek

Saving Illinois' reputation
I can't quite remember how it came about, but one day I had my
Illinois driver's license out, and a student who hails from Minnesota
said, "I didn't know you were a FIB!"
"A what?" I asked.

I had never heard the term. After some questioning, it was revealed to me, much to my horror, that FIB is actually a derrogatory
term used to describe a person from Illinois.
FIB is an abbreviation (F.I.B.). The "I" stands for Illinois, but I
can't even print what the other two letters stand for.
Of course, Illinois natives are not the only ones subjected to this
name calling. Wisconsin has its Cheeseheads, and Iowa has...well,
Iowans.

As usual, this is just a case of the few ruining it for the many.
We're all embarrassed by the individual who puts his foot in his
mouth on our behalf. It only took one or two bratwurst-brains to label
Wisconsin--"The Cheesehead State."(Can you imagine that on their
license plates?) It only took a couple of rabid Hawkeye fans to ruin
Iowa's reputation. It only took one fair-weather
Bears/Cubs/Hawks/Whoever'swinningatthetime fan dribbling off at
the mouth to have all of the Illinois folk deemed FIBs.
I could pass this off as a lighthearted rivalry, but there seems to
be something particularly cutting about calling someone a FIB. Even
the word Cheesehead sounds a bit good-natured, but considering
FIB is unprintable, I feel that there's some serious hatred here.
Why such a mean nickname? I was compelled to research the
subject.
I found the main question to be, "Are FIBs significantly more obnoxious than their counterparts from Wisconsin and Iowa?"
The answer became clear to me after careful controlled study of
the behavior patterns of FIBs, Cheeseheads, and Hawkeye fans.
The answer is an overwhelming...YES.
Statistically, FIBs were 10x more likely to believe that Chicagoland
was the center of the universe, 17x more likely to root for the home
team only when they are on a winning streak, and 3x more likely to
believe that Prince is actually from the South Side of Chicago--somewhere around Comiskey Park.
I think you get the picture. The worst part of it is that enrollment
projections indicate that a greater number of next year's incoming
freshmen will be from Illinois. It's going to be something of a FIB epidemic.
I would love to somehow separate myself from these mouthy individuals from my homeland. I could declare residency in Minnesota,
but I love Flatland, and just can't leave it.
I feel compelled to do whatever I can to salvage Illinois' sagging
reputation. Therefore,on behalf of the great state of Illinois, I plead
with you. If you think you may be a FIB, PLEASE KEEP YOUR BIG
MOUTH SHUT!
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Arts
Husband and
wife display art
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

The works of not one, but two
artists may be viewed in the Watkins gallery of Winona State's
Paul Watkins Hall. The photographs of Jim Knipe and the stilllife drawings done by his wife,
Jan, will be on display until Dec.
17.
The photographer was a recipient of a McKnight Fellowship and
a Minnesota State Arts Board
grant in which he traveled to
Montana and out East to work on
his pictures. It was in his travels
that Knipe photographed the copper mines of Butte, Montana.
Knipe's photographs have a
desolate feeling about; them as
they raise the view that we, as
citizens, don't care about the
land. In shooting the mines,
Knipe found that the industry of
underground mining had left the
town, leaving the city dismantled.
Said his wife, "Photographs stop
time. Jim once shot pictures of
the mines and a few weeks later
on the news, he noticed that the
town was completely gone."
Knipe's photos deal with reality
and facts, and the relationship of
landscape to man. The photographer studied at the Chicago
Albumen works where he helped
make prints of the famed Atget's
work for the Museum of Modern
Art in New York. He has had oneperson shows at the University of
Northern Iowa, the Moore College
of Art in Philadelphia, and James
Madison University at Harrisonburg, Virginia.
The drawings of Jan Knipe also
deal with landscape and nature.
"I'm more interested with what's
outside than what's inside of
me," said Knipe. Most of the artist's work is drawn from the area.
"I draw with the idea that the atmosphere is constantly changing."
"The landscape in this area
changes every ten minutes," said
Knipe. "My work is very demanding because you have to make
decisions fast. You may be drawing a picture of a field of wheat,
and you go back the next day to

finish, and what you were drawing is all cut down."
The artist also draws with the
idea that the darkness of light is
always changing the picture.
"When I began working with still
life I drew what was on our dining
room table, enjoying the way
things came together. I would
add or take away objects before
and during the drawing process
in attempting to build the picture.
In the last two hours of working,
the direct sunlight would fall over
the the surface of the table. This
suited me well in that I had many
possible choices of forms,
patterns, and shapes to draw
from," said Knipe.
The artist stated that the light
in still-lifes are stimulating. "Shapes can change very rapidily. At
once, the form of a hill is explained and then obscured moments
later. The shape of a shadow
crosses a field and then is gone."
The artist said that light can create ambiguity or build structure,
put holes where there are none,
and can take on a visual energy
of its own.
Knipe stated that the most interesting thing about working directly with nature is that people
stop and talk to you. "People are
very nice. If I'm in a farmer's
field, he'll stop and talk because
he sees what I'm doing and he
has respect for the environment.
I've gotten nice responses from
people."
The couple was educated at
Western Washington State University in 1968. They also both
received their MFA degree from
the University of Minnesota. Currently, the couple teaches at
Viterbo College in La Crosse,
where Jim is the chairman of the
art department, and Jan teaches
part-time.
Jan will be at Winona State
today from 12 to 3 p.m. teaching
tonal problems, and again from 6
to 8 p.m. teaching the basic problems of the figure using the
model. All art students are welcome to attend. For more information, contact the art department.
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Unique gifts for X-mas
The International Club presents The International Bazaar and Bakery today and tomorrow
held in Kryzsko Commons until 4 p.m. The
event includes baked goods and articles from

different countries, such as Christmas ornaments, wicker baskets, wooden figurines,
handbags, and various brass items. All objects are for sale.

No snow at this blizzard!
By LISA LARSON
Feature Editor

A blizzard is hitting Winona
State tonight but it isn't of the
usual variety. The "Blizzard of
Bucks" game show is coming
and will give students the opportunity to win up to $500.
Sponsored by the Social Cultural Activities Committee, stu
dents attending the show, which

will be held at 8 p.m. in the Samsen Auditorium, will put their
names in a bucket and a random
drawing will be held to determine
who gets to be on stage. According to Pete Downs, SCAC presi
dent, those chosen will compete
against each other and the winners will try to pull large sums of
money out of the big money machine.

Downs said the agency through
which the program was booked
would be giving away the money.
The only similar act to this that
VVinona State has had he said
was "Make Me Laugh" last year
in which students were randomly
chosen to sit in front of a come
dian and if they didn't smile they
won cash prizes.

Satori staff seek photos and writings
By SUSAN LeTOURNEAU
Arts Editor

Have your ever dreamed of
having a short story or poem published for thousands to read?
Now is your chance! SATORI is
looking for people interested in
submitting original art, photos
and writings for publication this
spring.
Submissions are limited to no
more than three short stories and
ten poems per person. Pieces
may be submitted to the Performing Art Center's Communication
Theater _Arts Department in care_
of Susan Rickey, or to campus
mailbox 87 in Kryzsko Commons.
Once submitted, all pieces will
become the property of SATORI,
and will not be returned to the
sender.

SATORI is a literary magazine
devoted to the writings and art
work of everyone and anyone associated with the University in
any way. "From President Stark
through the maintenance staff, all
submissions receive equal consideration."
Once associated with the English department, SATORI was advised by faculty member Orval
Lund since its orgin in 1968. After
Lund's retirement, questions
were raised about the future existence of the magazine. The
magazine had a past of funding
problems and no one seemed to
want to take over the project.
In December 1984, Communication's faculty member Susan
Rickey became the new faculty
advisor. With her new position,

Rickey inherited the funding
problem, and immediately began
proceedings for money for the
1986 edition of SATORI.
After six months of proceedings, SATORI received the
money that they needed. SATORI
is currently receiving $140 from
Student Senate, and up to $500
from the Winona State Foundation to pay or reimburse costs of
publishing SATORI.
"We rely on sales of SATORI
for our existence," said Rickey.
SATORI is sold in the bookstore
for $2, or copies may be picked
up in the Communication's office
in the PAC. "We are also selling
wrapped copies in the Smog all
next week for anyone looking for
that perfect stocking stuffer."
Besides writers and art work,

SATORI is also is need of persons to participate in its publication, on its staff and selection
committee, and also in the
typesetting. "We aren't
associated with any one department. Anyone interested may
submit work or work on our
staff," said Rickey. All publication
work is produced entirely on campus by the students. "It's a WSU
product."
This
year's
staff
include
co-editors Tim Longely and Sally
Hagen. "Publication will be easier this year," said Rickey.
"We're more relaxed, and we
also have people who know how
to typeset and layout."
Rickey said the same datebook
format will be used for the 1986

edition. "The datebook idea was
a first time thing and we were
very pleased with the outcome
and the reaction we have gotten
from the students and staff."
"We also have a new logo that
was designed by art student John
Carleton, with the hope that
people will see the logo and become familiar with it." The
SATORI staff's aim is to attract
some type of following so people
look forward to the publication
every year.
SATORI is expected to come
out April 1. Deadline for submission is Jan. 10. "I'm hoping that
over Christmas break, everyone
will look over pieces that they've
written or else will work on something to submit."
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Sports
Warrior gymnasts
vault past alumni
By JOHN MUGFORD
Staff Reporter

Many of the great performers from
Winona State's glowing gymnastics
past were able to relive their memories
of competing for WSU when they competed against this year's varsity team
Saturday.
Winona State's varsity came away
with a convincing 126.35-117.3 victory
over the WSU alumni team, many of
whose members have not worked out
routines under the close scrutiny of a
coach for some time.
Some of the great gymnasts in the
history of the WSU program were gathered under the roof of McCown Gymnasium for the meet, including alumni
and current members.
Among those gathered on the alumni
side were, Jean Schuler, Silvia PonceSawyer, Tracy Harvey, Mary Connelly,
Sue Lamey, Kathy Juaire-Dalton and
Shelly Calger.
WSU coach John Rauth was pleased
with his team's overall performance,
but said he felt the team's score was
too low for regular meet competition.
"At least we know why our score
was low," Rauth said. "We lost 10
points because of falls. If we eliminate
those falls, our score is up in the mid130s, and that would have been a good
score for this early in the season."
Harvey, showed the form that made
her an All-American in winning first
places in the all-around, with a score of
31.95, and the uneven bars, with an
8.4. She also placed second in the

floor exercise. Another former AllAmerican while at WSU, Schuler, placed fourth in the floor exercise for the
alumni.
For WSU, Kate Dempsey (floor exercise), Laura Robillard (balance beam),
and Kathy Horyza (vault) all took firsts.
In the all-around competition Robillard,
with a score of 31.5, took second and
Dempsey, with 30.8, finished third. In
the floor exercise Dempsey finished
first with 8.6, Robillard tied with Harvey
for second with an 8.4 and Schuler of
the alumni was fourth with 8.15.
On the balance beam, Robillard
(7.75) took first, Dempsey (7.65) finished second and freshman Gina Vitale
(7.45) was third. In the uneven bars
competition, alumnus Harvey (8.4) was
first, Julie Stutzman (8.1) second and
Shelly Girtz (8.0) third. Horyza took first
in the vault competition with a score of
8.35 while Robillard was second with
8.3 and, Dempsey finished third with a
score of 8.25.
While the alumni team may not have
been at their sharpest and the meet is
not considered an official one for WSU,
Rauth considers the alumni meet an
important starting point for his team.
"This (the alumni meet) helps us see
where we are and what we need to
change," Rauth said. "Plus the girls
were very nervous. But they could
afford to make some mistakes where
they won't be able to Thursday."
Thursday WSU opens its regular
season against UW-LaCrosse in
McCown at 7:00.

Women's BB crushed

By WAYNE BOWER
Asst. Sports Editor

Winona State gymnast Paula Erickson
does a handstand half pirouette on the
beam during the Warrior gymnast's

The Winona State women's basketball team had a rough go of it last
weekend as they got pounded by the
University of North Dakota on Friday,
91-44 and by North Dakota State on
Saturday, 105-50.
Despite the large margins of defeat
in both games, Warrior head coach
Betty Kelley had negative thoughts
about just Friday nights performance.
"Friday was a disappointment", said
Kelley. "We didn't play with any heart
or desire. The first five minutes we
played tough, but after that, we were
Winonan photo by Mark Hoffman
flat."
alumni meet held Saturday in McGown
Lisa Lockwood led the Warriors with
Gym. The alumni were defeated by the
Warriors 126.35-117.3.

Grid coaches await Ripley's return
By JOHN MUGFORD
Staff Reporter

Winona State football coaches
are ready to make amends to one
of its top players the past season
after an altercation arose in the
team's final game of the season.
During the Warriors' 12-7 victory over Luther College in the
Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome,
Darren Ripley was removed from
the team before halftime for not
"hustling," according to Ripley.
Ripley, the team's leading
receiver and scorer, showed up
in the stands after halftime wearing street clothes, and after the
game rode back to Winona on an
alumni bus.
Ripley stated that he was reprimanded by offensive coach John

Martin as he returned to the sidelines after quarterback Scott
Moses' pass intended for him
was intercepted.
According to Ripley, when he
got to the sidelines, Martin told
him he had a "losing attitude"
and "only worries about making
catches."
Martin acknowledged that he
may have told Ripley he has "a
losing attitude" but says he did
not tell him he "only worries
about catches."
Ripley said he walked away
from Martin, but Martin told him
"you can leave when I'm finished
with you." He also said that Martin yelled at him for being "lazy",
because he did not hustle after
the interception was made.

Martin says he did reprimand
Ripley after the interception but
never gave him any indication
that he was let go from the team.
After Ripley returned to the
sidelines, according to Ripley,
head coach Myron Smith and
Martin were talking together near
Ripley and Martin said without
looking at Ripley, "You're off the
team."
During the halftime break,
Ripley said and, Smith told him.
"I hope you know this just
doesn't mean (your off the team)
for this game."
"I took it to mean next year,"
said Ripley. "I'll be at school
here no matter what,. so I guess
See Ripley page 14

15 points and Ruth Boberg added eight
in the losing effort.
In Saturday's game against North
Dakota State, the Warriors were simply
out matched.
"They were bigger and quicker than
us," said Kelley, "but unlike Friday,
the team showed hustle and played
with desire. They were just a better
team."
North Dakota State was better up
and down the court as they forced 31
Warrior turnovers. North Dakota State
also had 19 steals and out rebounded
Winona State 48-40. The Warriors
didn't help their own cause much by
See Buckets page 14

'Fridge 111` may enroll at
Winona State next year
The "Fridge II" may soon become a member of the Winona
State Warrior football program, according to a report from a
suburban Chicago newspaper.
Torre Adams, who stands 5-9, was outside Halas Hall on the
Chicago Bears training facility when defensive coordinator
Buddy Ryan stumbled upon him. Upon first site of Adams, Ryan
was reported as saying, "Here's the next Refrigerator (in reference to the Bears' 300-pound player William Perry)."
Ryan then brought Adams inside an weighed him. His
weight? A mere 385 pounds.
Adams told Ryan that his intentions were to finish school at a
junior college in Chicago, and then transfer to Winona State.
Mike Shepherd, a WSU football coach and top recruiter, said
that contact was made with Adams during his senior year of
high school.
"He's that big," said Shepherd of the defensive lineman.
"What we saw of him from films is that he does have some
quickness off of the ball. He's very strong and very hard to
block."
"He could fit right in."
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Men's BB looks for home-court advantage
By TOM TUSA
Sports Editor

When the Winona State men's
basketball team takes the court
this Saturday night against the
University of Wisconsin-River
Falls (7:30, McCown Gymnasium), the Warriors are going to
try to avenge some recent heartbreakers and get a winning
streak going.
But before the Warriors come
home, they travel to play Mount
Senario tomorrow night, a game
that should get the Warriors back
on the winning track.
"This team (WSU''s) kind of
scares me," said head coach
Jerry Nauman. "When we should
beat a team, they tend to relax
and not play that well. And when
we go up against a team that
should beat us, we play better.
"This ball club does some
things very well," added Nauman. "We just have to get used
to winning."
winning
used
to
Getting
couldn't have been a more
appropriate phrase for the Warriors, who enter this week's

Ripley—
Continued from page 13

we'll have to talk about it. I don't
know what will happen though."
So far, there hasn't been any
contact between Ripley and
Smith since the season ended.
Since the incident during the
game, Smith has said he may
have acted too quickly and
harshly, but also said things can
be worked out with Ripley. Smith
is waiting for Ripley to make the
first move.
Smith said, "I have nothing
negative to say about Darren.
He's got great talent. He has to
learn who the boss is, though.
-Criticism has to be accepted and
turned into a positive thing."
Ripley says he feels that he
has been treated poorly by the
WSU coaching staff. "I play football because I enjoy it," said Rip-

Buckets
Continued from page 13

shooting a horrendous 25 percent from the field. Lockwood

Basement
Storage of
Bikes $5/mo.

"If we could get half of the students in the
dorms at the home games, we would win some
ball games."
— Nauman
action at 1-4.
The Warriors lost games last
week to Beloit College 75-60 and
to the University of WisconsinParkside 82-78, both games on
the road.
"We played a very good ballgame against Parkside," said
Nauman, "considering we didn't
shoot free throws very well, and
were outsized.
"Against Beloit, we just didn't
play a very good game. We missed eight layups. You're not going
to win many games by missing
eight layups."
In the next few games, Nauman is hoping he can get some
better play from the more experienced players.
"I'm pretty disappointed in our
inconsistent play out of our
upperclassmen," said Nauman.
"It doesn't mean that we haven't

ley. "I don't regret coming to
WSU, but I feel I got the short
end of the stick. Martin and I've
had run-ins before."
Martin said the words he's had
with Ripley in practices and
games are not unique.
"He sure isn't being singled
out," Martin said. "You ask any
offensive lineman. Maybe he
should just figure, 'Hey, why am I
being singled out, maybe because I have the talent and he
wants me to get better.' Both
Smith and Martin, in separate
statements, say they would welcome Ripley back for spring practice, if the differences can be
talked about.
Ripley has not been contacted
since immediately following the
Luther game. Ripley was named
national player of the week for his
efforts in WSU's loss to Eau Claire the second game of the sea-

was the high scorer with 20
points and Lisa Maier added
eight.
The Warriors take on the

been playing well, it's just that I
would like to have in my mind
that (Mark) Hesse will have his 15
points and Barry (Burkhartzmeyer) will get his eight rebounds
night after night."
"Jason West is a better shooter that what he's shown. We
have a better shooting team than
what we have shown," added
Nauman.
Despite the Warriors lack of
total success, there has been a
major improvement in the morale
of the team. They are playing
harder, more aggressive and are
getting a total team effort. In the
last two games, all 12 members
had some playing time and contributed to the games.
Last season, the Warriors were
getting blown out by more than
15 points consistently. Three of
the four losses this year have

Lost:
1 red shoulder bag
taken from Shorty's
If found please call
Margaret at 454-1513.
ESEARCH PAPERS

14,278 to choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222

Toll Free
Hot Line
in Calif. (213) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SS, Los Angeles CA 90025
Custom research also available—all I vel

$60.00 PER
HUNDRED PAID

for remailing letters from home!
Send self-addressed, stamped envelop
for information/application.

Associates, Box 95-B,
Roselle, NJ 07203.

Saturday Night Scoreboard

Tune into KCAL 89.5 at 7 p.m. to catch all of the
sports action. Host Mitch Rosen of KOAL. and Tom
Tusa of the Winonan let the listeners hear the sports
controversies of the week.
Your phone calls are welcome at 457-5226 for any
comments or questions.

CHRISTMAS BREAK.
Get a small pizza and a cup of pop
for Just $3.99 plus tax/carryout.
Limit 1 ingredient.
Any Deli Sandwich and a cup of
pop for Just $2.99 + tax.
Our Famous meal in itself Taco
Salad for Just $2.99 + tax.

Darren Ripley

FAST
FREE
DELIVERY

son. He had 14 catches for 144
yards in that game and two TD's.

College of St. Teresa tonight and
travel to Duluth for a weekend
tournament.

AFTER
THE

Government Jobs

I

Listen to the hottest radio show

We're giving you a break right before Christmas on the
following specials and as always Free Delivery. Please ask
for the Christmas Break Special when ordering.

Jeff — 452-6831
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
; Now Hiring. Call 1-805-1
I 687-6000 Ext. R-6195 1
for current federal list. I

After five
notes:
Warrior
been by less than eight points.
Nauman is hoping that the bet- games, West leads the team in
ter play of the Warriors will make scoring with an 18.8 average,
despite not shooting that well. He
people stand up and notice.
In the past few years, the home has hit a team high 50 percent of
court advantage has been lost by his shots.
Hesse and Burkhartzmeyer are
the Warriors, having only about
100 people attending each game. the only other Warriors in double
This year, the product is better, figure scoring with 11.0 and 10.2
points-per-game, respectively.
more fun to watch.
Burkhartzmeyer leads the team
"If we could get half of the
students in the dorms (about 500) with 6.0 rebounds per game folat our home games, we would lowed by freshman Roderick
win some games," said Nauman. Warren with 5.8 per game.
"I can say that."

RAIN
"The Overlook"
The Debut
Cassette
$4.00 from Face the
Music or by mail
"Amazing what you
can do with a little
technology."
-Shel Kagan
Fortnightly College
Radio Report

PALMAR COMMUNICATIONS P.O. BOX 813
WINONA, MN. 55987

This offer void with any other offer.
Expires 12-23-85 This special must be
mentioned when ordering.
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*1 ENJOY THE SNOW /r
With A Cross Country Ski Package

This
Week
Only

By: Fischer

*69.99

Rosignol
Norge Ski
Ebsbyn
Epoke
Landsem
Karhu
Asnes

We Rent Skis - We Rent Skis - We Rent Skis

- IN - STORE
O
supnedn ay sSPORTS
3rd
&
Franklin
12-4
454-2442
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Women's CC 15th

Shower
Talk

The Winona State women's
cross country team placed 15th
in the NAIA nationals in
Kenosha, Wisc.
The Warriors had a team final
score of 390 points in the
33-team event.
The University of Portland
captured the championship with
64 points. The University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire was
second with 97 points followed
by Pacific Lutheran of Washington with 137.
Tracy Nelson was the top
Warrior with a 50th place time
of 20:17. Cathy Maslowski was
94th at 20:58, Jodie Haefel was
107th at 21:06, Deb Sarell was
124th at 21:22, Nancy Pribyl
was 153rd at 21:44, Ann Tobias
was 215th at 23:23 and Kay
Plagenz was 226th with a time
of 23:45.
There were 280 women runners in all.
On the men's side, Winona
State's Larry Elvebak captured
101st place out of over 300
men.
The national championship
was run November 16th.

By Tom Tusa

Xmas gifts I couldn't afford
It's that time of year to decorate the trees and fill the stockings
with tidings of comfort and joy. People listen for sleigh bells ringing
and housing contractors have their telephones ringing off the hook,
looking for people to remove reindeer doo-doo off of their roofs.
Nonetheless, this is the time -for giving and I have spent all of the
money I can afford to on my immediate family and friends.
But I don't want some people to think I forgot about them, so here
is a listing of the Christmas presents I wanted to buy for my Winona
State coharts but couldn't afford.
To: Jerry Nauman, men's basketball coach
I wanted to be able to pay for a four-year scholarship to Minute
Rice Bol, a 7-foot-9 Sudanese , so he can be the big center that
WSU will never have. Bol has been said to be by many scouts
"more fiesty than a wild boar in heat."
To: The next WSU football coach
It's unknown who will eventually be the successor to Myron Smith
as head coach, but I wanted to give him a great present. For the
new coach, a new dome stadium complex and the 1985 edition of
Strat-O-Matic Football Game that could help the future coach in play
selection.
To: Men's tennis coach Robert Gunner
I wanted to give Gunner five Apple computers, Webster Dictionaries, Roget Thesarus's and a tutor, so that he can let his players use
them. Last spring, Gunner lost five returning members due to that
dreaded obstacle "academic eligibility."

The WINONAN
wishes everyone a
safe and happy
Christmas

To: Gary Grob, baseball coach
I wanted to give Grob a Dave Wall look-a-like android. It would've
walked and talked just like him. Wall left Winona State after three
successful years as an assistant to Grob. In Wall's tenure, the Warriors became the most successful hitting team in the history of
Winona State baseball. This android would've had one major difference — it would have agreed with everything Grob said.

KW/K
TR/1"
STORES

To: Mike Stark, WSU football player
This was my biggest disappointment. For my good buddy Mike, I
ordered a brand new set of Illinois personalized license plates to replace his old "M. Stark." Unfortunately, the check I wrote would
have lasted longer in a raquetball game.

SALE DATES: THRU DEC. 15th
MOVIE & VCR
RENTAL

POT PIES
3/990

MOVIES

CHICKEN - TURKEY -BEEF

VCR

99e
*4.99

(Includes 1 Movie)
Many titles to choose from

PIZZA
SLICE
THIS WEEK ONLY RECEIVE A
FREE 16 OZ. FOUNTAIN DRINK
WITH YOUR PIZZA SLICE. ONLY

9

To: Thomas Stark, WSU President
I also was going to get Dr. Stark a "T. Stark" licenseastate, so
students would not get the two cars confused and say, "He y , there's
Stark's car! Let's get it." Of course, the bank sent me my monthly
statement. It read: "Get a job."
To: Paul Marzsalek, Winonan Columnist
Paul has always told me he was a 'Replacements' music lover.
So, I was going to replace his old music collection with some of my
favorite albums. Kiss — Gold and Platinum; Twisted Sister — Watch
out baby before I bite your head off; Iron Maiden — Take this guitar
and shove it; and Paul Anka — Live at Budokan in mid-June. But, I
figured since he has a girlfriend now, she can get them for him instead.
Happy Holidays anyhow!

Take The
Fitness
Challenge
Bri
ng

mi ll11111 111 11Milim mimo mmilw

SAVE 40'
8 PACK

I I

PEPSI - COKE 7-UP

9

EXPIRES 12-15-85

I

II

SAVE 60'

DORITOS
TORTILLA CHIPS
7Y2 OZ. BAG

59
DEP.

Conveniently located at the corner of Huff & Sarnia & Open 24 Hours Everyday.
Stores also at Fifth & Orrin, East & West Broadway.

$10

each

per month
3 month minimum

Winona Mall 454-2484

Rivercity
Health Club
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AT THE BOOKSTORE

GOING HOME -THANK YOU
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Christmas
Sale
Sale Dates: Dec. 9th thru Dec. 20th
Clothing
Lamps
Records & Toys
U-Create Posters
Pillows
Screen Printing Kits
Towels
Pen & Pencil Sets
Calculators
Watches & Clocks
Radios
Tape Recorders
Book. Bags
1986 Calendars
All Posters
Pillow Pets & Puppets
Planning Books
Appointment Books
Scarfs
Stocking Caps
All styles of Billfolds
Pop
Health & Beauty Aids
College Mugs
Kodak Film
Jogger Suits
Christmas Cards

20% off
25% off
20% off
50% off
20% off
50% off
20% off
10% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
50% off
50% off
10% off
50% off
50% off
20% off
20% off
20% off
10% off
20% off
10% off
10% off
???
10% off

